
WWA ALP Programming 

Each teacher will offer one “ALP” project, opportunity, lesson, or conversation per trimester! 

K-4: ALP Teacher meetings 

At the beginning of each year, a student has a meeting with their new grade level teacher K-4.  At 

this meeting, the student and teacher discuss the student’s strengths as well as their interests. The 

teacher leads the conversation and discusses the content that will be studied throughout the year, 

and, with the students help, comes up with a plan.   

5-6: ALP Mentor transition 

In the Fall, each 5-6
th

 grade student has a meeting with the GT Building Liaison.  At this meeting, 

the students are given information on their strength areas and are asked about their interests. They 

are given an opportunity to choose their ALP mentor from the grade level teachers as well as 

choose their category of interest (vocabulary, technology, data, written work, etc.). The teacher 

then meets with the student and has a conversation to discusses the content that will be studied 

throughout the year. The student and teacher collaborate to come up with an ALP goal that fits 

within the curriculum studied. 

7-8: ALP Mentor Program 

Within the first 5 weeks of school, each 7
th

 and 8
th

 grade student has a meeting with the GT 

Building Liaison.  At this meeting, the students are given information on their strength areas and 

are asked about their interests. They are given an opportunity to choose their ALP mentor from 

their core and electives teachers as well as to choose their category of interest (vocabulary, 

technology, data, written work, etc.). The mentor teacher then sets up a meeting with the student to 

discusses the student’s plan for incorporating their interests into the classroom.  This may consist 

of a yearlong activity with check ins and assistance from the mentor, or may be smaller projects 

based on classroom content. These are primarily led by the students. 

All ALPS at WWA  

Advanced Learning Plans can take many forms. Below are some examples of ALPs: 

 acceleration through advanced literacy advanced math classes to differentiate and meet the 

needs of students 

 note taking with pictures as well as words for non-verbal students who think visually 

 journaling for new or unusual words from their science, social studies, or other classes of 

interest. 

 projects to illustrate their knowledge of a lesson or concept.  This may be different from 

what other students are doing in class, but will not be required to have more work. 

**students often make the project larger than initially intentioned! ** 

 choice in the way a student might present their work; PowerPoint, comic strip, video, 

poster, essay or story, data gathering and analysis, etc.  

 hands on activities or experiments to enrich lessons 

 the use of songs, videos, graphs, charts, and visually or auditory stimulating materials in 

classroom lessons 

 


